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Message:

Quotation
Tour Name

Panoramic N-Seoul Tower & Royal Palace
(Seat-In-Coach Tour)

Departure day

Daily

Price
(p/person)

US$102

Minimum
group size

2 people

Meal
Price
Includes

Remarks

Itinerary

1 time of lunch at local restaurant

Transfer

Tour bus

Guide

English-speaking

Others

Admission Fee, Toll/parking fee

► Seat-In-Coach Tour is operated by our partner, not Hanjin Travel and on a join-in basis
► Itinerary is subject to change under local circumstances
► Final payment must be received by HANJIN TRAVEL 14 days prior to tour departure date
Details

Meal

Meet a guide at hotel lobby where you stay(09:00) – Namsangol Hanok Village –
Namsan Fortress – N-Seoul Tower – Cheonggye Stream – Korean Ginseng Center
– Changdeokgung Palace – Insadong Antique Alley – Amethyst Factory –
Namdaemun Traditional Market – Back to hotel(17:00)

L: Local

Tourist Attraction Information
Namsangol Hanok Village: Namsangol Hanok Village is a collection of five
hanoks (traditional Korean houses) from the Joseon Dynasty (1392-1910),
recovered from different parts of the city and relocated to the northern foot of
Namsan mountain. The interiors of each of these five houses reflect owners
from different walks of life, from the middle class to the yangban (who were
mainly high government officials, noblemen and aristocrats).
Namsan Fortress: Namsan Fortress was built in 1936 by people from all
around Korea and if you look closely, you will be able to see Chinese characters
on some of the stones, indicating which village was in charge of building that
part of the Fortres. Following this road, you will arrive at the National Theater
of Korea where you can enjoy all year long different forms of Korean traditional
arts. From there, if you walk at a good place, it will take you arind 2 hours to
reach the top.

N Seoul Tower: N Seoul Tower opened to the public on October 15, 1980 and
has since become a major tourist attraction. The 236.7m Seoul Tower sits atop
Namsan Mountain (243m), Seoul Tower offers panoramic views of Seoul and
the surrounding areas. The view is so stunning that many consider Seoul
Tower the best tower in Asia. Thirty years and countless visitors later, as the
structure was renamed ‘N Seoul Tower.’

Cheonggye Stream: Until it was restored in 2005, Cheonggyecheon Stream
existed only as a neglected watercourse hidden by an overpass. Today, it has
been transformed into a haven of natural beauty amidst the bustle of city life.
Narae Bridge, expressing a butterfly in flight, and Gwanggyo Bridge,
symbolizing the harmony of the past and future, are just two of the more than
twenty beautiful bridges that cross the stream. The ‘Rhythmic Wall Stream’,
lined with fine marble, sculptures, and Korea’s 8th stone building, Palseokdam,
adorn the Cheonggyecheon Stream.
Changdeokgung Palace [UNESCO World Heritage]: Changdeokgung
Palace was the second royal villa built following the construction of
Gyeongbukgung Palace in 1405. It was the principal palace for many of the
Joseon kings and is the most well-preserved of the five remaining royal Joseon
palaces. The palace grounds are comprised of a public palace area, a royal
family residence building, and the rear garden. Known as a place of rest for the
kings, the rear garden boasts a gigantic tree that is over 300 years old, a small
pond, and a pavilion.

Insadong Antique Alley: Insa-dong, located in the heart of the city, is an
important place where old but precious and traditional goods are on display.
There is one main road in Insa-dong with alleys on each side. Within these
alleys are galleries, traditional restaurants, traditional teahouses, and cafes.

Namdaemun Market: Opened in 1964, the Namdaemun Market is the
largest traditional market in Korea with various goods in store. All products are
sold at affordable prices and the sotres in this area also function as a wholesale
market. Most of the goods are made directly by the sotreowners. When day
breaks, the site of busy Koreans bustling around the market, creates a unique
scene that attracts tourists worldwide. The Namdaemun Market sells a variety
of clothes, glasses, kitchenware, toys, mountain gear, flowers, ginseng, and
imported goods.

